COOKIES POLICY

What is a cookie?
Cookies are small pieces of information that are stored in the browser used by each
user, so that the server can remember certain information which will only be read
later on by the server by which it was implemented. In general cookies are time
limited.

What types of cookies do we use?
Our website www.seidor.es uses the following types of cookies:
-

Technical cookies: Enable the user to browse a website and use different
options and services therein, such as control traffic and data communication,
identify a session, access parts with restricted access, etc.

-

Personalisation cookies: Enable users to access the services with general
predefined characteristics such as language, type of browser used to access
the services, regional configuration from where the service is accessed, etc.

-

Analysis cookies: Enable the monitoring and analysis of user behaviour.
Information collected using these kinds of cookies is used to measure
website activity and to create user browsing profiles, with the aim of adding
improvements.

What cookies do we use?
Specifically, on our website, we use the following cookies:
Name

Domain

_ga

Google analytics

_gid

Google analytics

guest_id

Twitter

Description
This
is
used
to
distinguish users.
This
is
used
to
distinguish users.
Tracking
and
diagnostics of Twitter
users that are logged on
and have tweeted our
publications or products

Duration
2 years
24 hours

2 years

Name

Domain

personalization_id

Twitter

APISID
NID
APISID
SIDCC
HSID
VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE

Description
Duration
Tracking
and
diagnostics of Twitter
users that are logged on 2 years
and have tweeted our
publications or products

Google/YouTube

View embedded videos,
estimate the bandwidth
2 years
and display how many
times it has been played

Google/YouTube

View embedded videos,
estimate the bandwidth
8 months
and display how many
times it has been played

Who uses cookies?
The information obtained from cookies will be collected and processed by the
companies of Grupo SEIDOR, whose details are as follows:
Group's parent company name: SEIDOR, S.A.
Address: C/Eix Onze de Setembre nº 41-43 08500 Bajos Vic
Contact e-mail: opd@seidor.es

How can I deactivate cookies?
Cookies can be blocked or removed using your internet browser, although this may
cause issues when using or loading the platform.
The browser configuration required for said purpose will depend on which browser
you use. Below we provide links to the instructions for removing cookies from the
main kinds of browsers.
-

Internet Explorer: http://windows.microsoft.com/es-ES/internetexplorer/delete-manage-cookies#ie=ie-11-win-7
Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/es/kb/Borrar%20cookies
Chrome: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647

